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About DOUBLE TROUBLE 
CREW 

Artists: Nomen | Ram | Utopia 

Crew from Lisbon, Portugal. 

 

Biography 
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Double Trouble Crew was born in 2015 formed by visual artists Nomen, Ram and Utopia, as 

a result of spending many years together painting walls and spreading their Graffiti Art across 

Portugal. They have decided to form this crew to be aimed for an audience, and institutions 

that consumes and exhibits art in a more traditional way such as painted canvas, installations 

and art-objects. 

The process is made by taking their best work and ideas that were painted in the streets to 

apply in a format that suits galleries, museums and collectors worldwide. Their individual 

work has different influences, backgrounds, and stories behind. Therefore, when they mix 

their colors and conceptions together in a large surface is like a melting pot of synergies that 

aim to achieve emotions, and positive vibes, for the audience who sees their work. 

In a nut shell, Double Trouble Crew’s work is known to be a colorful explosion of emotions, 

a journey into the abstract dynamics, “graffuturism”, “exotic figurativism”, and complex 

portraits. Since the beginning that they have established their artistic headquarters in 

Portugal, known as Double Trouble Studio, in Lisbon. 

Double Trouble Studio is an innovative space for artistic production based in Sassoeiros, 

where the interests of renowned urban artists Nomen, Ram and Utopia converge. In addition, 

it is also a studio, a gallery, and a showroom having as well the characteristics of a 

workspace, where the audience can get to know closely their work through exhibitions of 

individual and collective artists that are organized by this crew.  

Furthermore, this is a unique space with an area of 250 m2, which is also a platform for 

creative work made by individual and collective productions, like an artistic laboratory of 

visual creations. This results as a meeting point that stimulates interaction amongst artists, 

the audience, and cultural agents. Thus, Double Trouble Studio is an event venue for: artistic 

workshops with professionals of the field, conferences, live-acts and performances. 

 

Below some previous work of Double Trouble Crew: 
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About NOMEN 

Nomen aka Nuno Reis, Pioneer of Graffiti Art in 
Portugal, since 1989 

 

Biography 

 

Nomen Art (Angola 1974) was born in the streets. A pioneer of graffiti in Portugal, is a self-taught 
artist whose visual universe has being consolidated on several ways and registers since he has 
started interacting with the urban area in 1989 - from the first illegal incursions on walls and 
trains to the developed work on canvas and wall paintings on a large scale, to exhibitions and 
institutions.  

Nomen is a versatile and prolific artist, and he self-calls “style swinger”. Furthermore, he is 
recognized by his mastery of balance between shapes and colors whether it is on an elaborate 
typographic constructions where he invests his unique dynamic or on a photo-realistic portraits 
and compositions, where the cleansing of elements is explored. His artwork has been presented 
on several exhibitions, events, and artistic productions both in Portugal and abroad. Currently is 
a Double Trouble Crew member. 

www.Nomen1.com   

 

Festivals & Live Painting: 

 Rock in Rio, Lisbon; 

 Festival Vidigueira Jovem;  

 Mood Indigo festival Mumbai, India; 

 Meeting of styles Wiesbaden, Germany;  

 Meeting of styles Rott Fabric , Zurich, Switzerland; 

 "Just writing my name" Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 

 

Exhibitions: 

 Colective Expo/Contest Abel Manta, Gouveia, Portugal, 2005; 

 Expo "Ressureição" - Warehouse, Alcântara, Portugal 2015; 

 Double Trouble Studios - Carcavelos , Portugal, 2016; 

 Expo"All in Wonder" - Palácio do Egipto, Oeiras, Portugal 2017; 
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Countries and cities around the world where Nomen has painted and spread his art: 

Portugal (Lisbon, Cascais, Oporto, Sintra, Faro, Quarteira, Matosinhos), Spain (Madrid, 
Barcelona), France (Paris, Toulouse), the United Kingdom (London), Switzerland (Neuchatel, 
Zuric, Lausane), Germany (Cologne, Trier, Wiesbaden), the Neetherlands (Amsterdam, 
Deventer), Panamá (Panamá City), India (Mumbai), Terçeira Island, and Pico Island. 

 

 Companies that Nomen has worked up until now: 

TBWA, TMN, PLURAL, MERCEDES, IPL, AGNUS DEI, KRAUTLI PORTUGAL, OPEL, STATE OF THE 
ART, BENFICA, SPORTING, AUTO SILVA PEÇAS, TAKE IT EASY, IT STORK, CASA DAS MEIAS, 
LIONESA, UNICER 

 

Town Halls and Institutions that Nomen has worked up until now: 

- Lisbon, Cascais, Almada, Oeiras,  Penacova, Sintra, Parish Council of Paço de Arcos, Parish 
Council of Carcavelos, Parish Council of Queluz-Belas, and Parish Council of Agualva. 

Below some previous works made by Nomen: 
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About: UTOPIA 

Utopia aka Oliveiros Junior  

 

Biography 

 

Oliveiros Junior, also known as Utopia, was born in São Paulo (Brazil) in 1983, and has shown from 

an early age a great aptitude for the Arts. His involvement, in mid-1996 and 1997, in the graffiti 

movement Utopia aspired to go beyond the drawing traits and unique colors of this unique art. As a 

result, his work won distinction due to his style, shapes, characters, and by the vibrant colors. 

 

Additionally, Utopia has participated in several social projects and as well with ONG’s, for example: 

from 1998 to 2002 with the Secretariat of Culture of São Paulo, these projects were consisted in 

classes and workshops in schools of the great city of São Paulo, and in the inland. Further, from 2004 

to 2007 he has worked with the Barueri’s town hall, located in São Paulo, and the project consisted 

in revitalizing the city with great murals scattered throughout the city, and in social neighborhoods. 

Moreover, in 2008, he was invited to paint at the EuroBattle Hip Hop Festival in Oporto, Portugal. 

 

Subsequently, throughout the years living in Portugal Utopia fell in love with the country, its culture, 

and its lifestyle. 

Nonetheless, Utopia participates in several hip hop events and big street art festivals, with great 

murals, buildings and many other events involving his life and love of the art, and is constantly 

between Portugal and Brazil.  

 

Besides, his work of graffiti and decoration can be seen in Portugal, France, Spain and Italy. 

His paintings and artistic interventions in several social districts are aimed to take art to the 

communities in need. 

In addition to spray and paint, Utopia also works with several materials ranging from wood, glass, 

mirror, tile and mosaic. Also, one of his most remarkable pieces of work is at Lisbon Airport, where 

the artist mixed the art of graffiti and mosaic. Presently, Utopia is a member of Double Trouble Crew, 

in Lisbon.  

 

Below some previous works made by Utopia: 
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About RAM 

RAM aka Miguel Caeiro  

 

Biography 

 

Ram is the artistic name which Portuguese visual artist Miguel Caeiro (born in 1976) has been using 

since he began painting illegally in the streets, in 1997. In addition, he is a precursor of experimental 

graffiti and urban art. Ram has been treading a unique path by creating an entirely original language 

in the world of new urban aesthetics.  

His energetic explosions of color and dynamic shapes come close to a contemporary form of action 

painting, deeply imbued with a psychedelic visionariness following a line of intense vitality that 

expresses the construction of ethereal realities – projections of a fertile imagination of the 

subconscious and the unconscious where the dynamic and primeval force of nature rules.  

Moreover, being a native of Sintra, he grew up in the intersection between the natural and untamed 

world and the urban and civilized one. With an innate predisposition to complement opposites, his 

work reflects the assimilation of both in the creation of a new vision. A voyage through the fantastic 

that started with his fascination for archaeology and lost worlds which found echo in his longing for 

exploration, and for transcendence. A blend of mystery and mysticism, voyage and adventure, 

graphic and visual expression, and poetry in motion. Ram is, in fact, short for Ramses, a reflection of 

that same penchant for the ancient worlds and lost civilizations. With time, however, the name 

became an acronym, acquiring a meaning and importance that reflects his present creative reality 

with precision: Rapid Aerosol Movement.  

Furthermore, with an instinctive inclination for experimentation, the artist has come to refine the 

technical side of painting, liberating this way his lines. From heavy, solid shapes he gradually moved 

towards improvisation, free movement, and fluidity. As a consequence, performative action and 

energy gained presence, leading him to the individual language which today characterizes a style 

that seems wild and untamed, yet is meticulous, precise and fully balanced. Throughout the years, 

that same unfaltering movement has led him to explore a multiplicity of media – from the detailed 

intimacy of watercolors to the manifest grandeur of large-scale murals, from conceptual installation 

to interdisciplinary performance.  

Therefore, Ram is held as one of the most innovative contemporary urban artists, having participated 

in countless festivals and exhibitive events around the world, and regularly showcases his work in 

both solo and group shows. Additionally, he has also participated in the artistic curatorship of several 

events, from the renowned VSP – pioneering urban art exhibition held in Lisbon between 2004 and 

2009 – to the prestigious Boom Festival, amongst many others.  

Below some previous works made by Ram: 
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